Overview

Simulated Driving Scenarios (UC-win/Road)

Fa�gue driving refers to the phenomenon that the driver's physiological and
psychological func�ons become dysfunc�onal a�er a long period of con�nuous
driving, and the driving skills objec�vely decline. To counter the possible dangerous
eﬀects of fa�gue driving, this solu�on use UC-WinRoad so�ware to simulate various
fa�gue driving scenarios and transmit vehicle data such as speed and driving �me to
the client in real �me to remind drivers to take proper rest when there is a risk of
fa�gue driving,thus reducing traﬃc accidents caused by fa�gue driving.
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In severe fa�gue, subconscious opera�on or short periods
of sleep o�en occur, and the ability to control the vehicle
is lost in severe cases.

Moderate fa�gue
Mild fa�gue
When mildly fa�gued, un�mely and
inaccurate gear shi�s can occur.

In moderate fa�gue, the opera�ng
ac�on is sluggish and some�mes even
forgets to operate.

System Architecture
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predict model
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Logging
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driving condi�on.
A Good
are in slightly tried driving state,turn on
B You
the music and relax.
You are in a moderately fa�gued driving condi�on,please
C
take a proper rest.
You are in a state of severe driving fa�gue,please
D
stop and rest!
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Future Tasks and Ideas
1. Use smarter predic�on algorithms to collect driver and vehicle data for accurate predic�on
2. Gives voice prompts and automa�cally plays favorite music when you are �red
3. Hints on the loca�on of the nearest rest area and how long it takes to get there

